Optimise your Internet connection with our high-capacity services available from multiple locations worldwide

**Standard Service Features**

- **Extensive IP network** built over own high-capacity DWDM system
- **Service available at over 250 on-net PoPs worldwide** and can be extended to any off-net location
- **Interface types:** 10/100/1000Mb, 10G, 40G, 100G
- **IPv4 and IPv6 Dual Stack** provided by default
- **DDoS protection features** provided as standard or advanced features upon request
- **BGP and LACP protocols available**
- **Powered by high-performance Juniper Networks equipment**

**RETN Internet services** enable you to get carrier-grade dedicated access to the Global Internet from large number of locations worldwide via a single autonomous system, AS9002. We offer a fast and reliable connectivity solution based on the Global RETN IP network which is directly connected to the biggest international networks worldwide. This allows us to deliver excellent service performance and reliability to our customers in different parts of the world. Wherever you are based and whatever your business is, we can tailor our services and provide high availability to meet your specific needs for access to the Internet.
RETN Internet Services to speed up and secure your Internet access:

- **Strengthen your Internet connections** with one of the best interconnected networks in the world
- **Increase your service availability** with the highest level of resiliency
- **Optimise your costs** benefitting from direct global connectivity with other Tier 1 carriers, and regional incumbents through a single high performance network
- **Protect your critical web-based services from DDoS attacks** using our protection services
- **Get equipped with multi service ports** to receive any combination of services on one physical interface
- **Enjoy scalability and flexibility of growth**: adjustable contact terms and a seamless upgrade process
- **Get your service when you need it**: fast, efficient delivery of services
- **Contact technical support 24/7** via phone, email, Customer Portal
- **Stay informed** with Customer Portal containing a real-time inventory of live services along with invoices, escalation matrix or trouble tickets

We provide high-speed and reliable Internet access to help you stay connected all the time.

Get in touch to learn more:

**United Kingdom**
+44 20 7517 6400

**Germany**
+49 69 985 58 20

**Netherlands**
+31 202 441 899

**Sweden**
+46 765262004

**Latvia**
+371 67 15 0000

**Estonia**
+372 678 00 56

**Poland**
+48 22 256 49 00

**Ukraine**
+380 44 284 04 48

**Belarus**
+375 17 210 02 78

**Russian Federation**
+ 7 495 663 16 40 | +7 812 438 14 60

**Kazakhstan**
+7 727 296 5200

**Hong Kong**
+852 3845 4700

**Email**
market@retn.net